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Abstract: Nowadays classical strategies for communication time delays treat them as 
a stochastic variable. In here, time delays are treated as a nominal value part of 
control law. This control approach is based upon fuzzy classical approach. Time delay 
variable is integrated to fuzzy approach as part of inference structure. This new 
variable is measured from time behaviour of each element with respect to scheduling 
strategy. Scheduler is based upon a static strategy, where different configuration 
topologies are define off-line. This work addresses the problem of time variations as 
nominal value for control parameter reconfiguration.  
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1.- Introduction 
 
The emergence of smart sensor and actuator technology 
removes the need for centralised control with feedback 
loops to dumb peripheral actuators replacing it with a 
databus connection (Benítez-Pérez et al., 1998). This gives 
an autonomous actuator installation (Masten, 1997) as well 
as local control, self- calibration and health monitoring. 
Several strategies for managing time delay within control 
laws have been studied for different research groups. For 
instance Nilsson (1998) proposes the use of a time delay 
scheme integrated to a reconfigurable control strategy based 
upon a stochastic methodology. On the other hand, Wu 
(1997) proposes a reconfiguration strategy based upon a 
performance measure from a parameter estimation fault 
diagnosis procedure. Another strategy has been proposed by 
Jiang et al., (1999) where time delays are used as 
uncertainties, which modify pole placement of a robust 
control law. Izadi et al., (1999) present an interesting view 
of fault tolerant control approach related to time delay 
coupling. Present approach takes time delays due to 
communication as deterministic measured variables. These 
measures are normalized from zero to one hundred percent. 
Where zero means non-time delay presence and hundred 

percent means worst case scenario from time delay point of 
view. 
In here, control law is viewed as fuzzy logic control taken 
into account a nominal time delay from a deterministic 
reconfigurable communication approach. Inference rules 
has been proposed, firstly, by a try and error approach. 
Thereafter by a cluster method (Höppnner et al., 2000). In 
this case, Control law follows a reconfigurable control law 
based upon communication time delay. As mention before 
this nominal time delay is based upon a deterministic static 
scheduling approach. Reconfigurable communication is 
determined due to fault appearence within certain peripheral 
elements. Previous revisions are presented by Benítez-
Pérez, (1999) and Benítez-Pérez et al., 2001. The purpose of 
this paper is to study how time delays are integrated to a 
control law approach rather than reviewing fault issues. 
Those time delays are the result of communication 
performance. Proposed fuzzy control laws are coupled to 
the system getting a good performance. The evolution of 
time delays are known and established due to different fault 
and non-fault scenarios. 
As case study, a ball and beam plant is used with two arrays 
of sensors and two actuators. This paper has been divided in 
six sections. First section is the current introduction. Second 
section is an overview of how time delays have been 
measured. Third section is presents the actual fuzzy control 



law approach. Fourth section, shows a case study. Finally, 
fifth section presents concluding remarks. 

2.- Time Delays Modelling 
 
This section describes how time delays from 
communication issues are measured. This distributed 
system is based upon time stamp relation, a scheduling 
algorithm is established  for each element among the 
system. This static scheduler is presented by the use of time 
graphs. 
The distributed system is integrated for four different types 
of elements, sensors, decision making module, controller 
and actuators. The scheduling approach (Krishna et al., 
1997) provides sporadic communications due to the 
presence of fault scenarios. There are several kinds of time 
delays to be considered. These are exposed in Tables 1.a 
and 1.b. 
Three scenarios are considered, firstly, fault free scenario. 
Secondly, fault scenario before control reconfiguration 
approach. Finally, fault scenario after control 
reconfiguration approach. Time diagram related to first 
scenario is shown in Fig. 1. Fig 2 presents second and third 
scenario respectively. Time delays are determined 
according to these graphs. Where time variables are 
explained in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1 Scheduler for Fault Free Scenario 
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Fig 2 Scheduler for Fault Scenario 

 
These time delays are transmitted from one to another nodes 

as time stamp of current node information. These results 
from each node are transmitted as part of the information 
flow of control system (sensor-control-actuator). Related to 
time delays, control node may produces either tff or tfsI based 
upon this information, furthermore, it gets an estimation of 
time spent by actuator node and its communication ( A1t̂ ). 
Having obtained these sources of time delay, control 
produces a global time delay *t∆ . This value is composed 
of time spent by sensor, communication time spent between 
sensor and control, time spent by control node.  *t∆  has 
three different values as shown in eqns. 2, 4 and 5. These 
values depend on the current scenario. This *t∆  value is 
consider as an extra input for controller. 
First scenario is named as fault free scenario. Fig. 1 presents 
a result of time performance. Total time spent during this 
scenario is 11.5 milliseconds according to table 1 and eqn. 
1.  
Var Name  Time Consume 

(micro seconds) 

c Communication 450 

b Blocking 50 

i Interference 0 

tc Capture sensor information 100 

Ops Overhead time from pre-processing 
sensor information 

3000 

Ods Overhead time from post-processing 
sensor information 

3000 

t1 Communication time from sensor 
node to control node 

575 

Opc Overhead of Pre-processing 
Information from control node 

1000 

Odc Overhead of Process Information 
from control node 

1000 

tct Control Process Time 250 

t2 Communication time from control 
node to actuator node 

575 

tA1 Processing time from actuator 1 and 
2 

2000 

Table 1.a Time variable from Fault Free Scenario 

Var Name  Time 
Consume 
(micro 
seconds) 

Ops Overhead time from pre-processing 
sensor information 

1000 

Ods Overhead time from post-processing 
sensor information 

1000 

tc Capture sensor information 1000 

c Communication 450 

b Blocking 50 

i Interference 0 

t1 Communication time from sensor node to 
decision making module 

575 



t2 Communication time from sensor node to 
control node 

575 

ts1 Processing time before sending 
information 

2000 

ts2 Processing time before sending 
information 

2000 

Odm Overhead of Pre-processing Information 3000 

Opm Overhead of Process Information 3000 

tdm Processing time before sending 
information from Decision Making to 
Controller 

1000 

tc1= tc2 Processing time from control node 1000 

t3 Communication time from Decision 
making node to control node 

575 

t4 Communication time from control node 
to actuator node 

575 

tA1 Processing time from actuator 1 and 2 2000 

Table 1.b Time variables from Fault  Scenario 

tff= t1+ops+ods+tct + opc+odc+ t2+ 1ˆAt    (1) 
Where tff is the total time spent during fault free scenario. 
This time is a measure related to scheduling scheme shown 
in Fig. 1. Each node has its own internal clock that is 
synchronized by bizantine clock strategy (Krishna et al., 
1997). Time delays related to message communication are 
determined accordingly to the associated time graph shown 
before.  
Global time delay ( *t∆ ) is defined from the occurrence of 
an event until the information reaches control node. 
Following eqn. 1 actuator its time consumption and time 
communication are estimated from previous event. Eqn 2 
shows this result. 

ffAff ttt ∆=− 1     (2) 

Where fft  represents global time spent, 1At  represents time 

delay spent by actuator at fault free scenario and fft∆  
represents time delay at fault free scenario. In nominal 
conditions fft∆  value is zero. For fault scenario I, see Fig. 
2, the summation of this graph is as follows  

tfsI=tdm+ts2+ts1+ t2+t3+tc2+t4+ tc1+ 1ˆAt +t1+ tsc(3) 
This case presents another time delay result due to the 
appearance of an extra element identified as decision maker 
module. New communication transactions between sensor 
and control nodes appear due to this extra element. As a 
result of this interaction an extra time delay is sum as shown 
in eqn. 3. As soon as last time delay from actuator node 1ˆAt  
is estimated from previous scenario. Final result is equal to 
equation 4. 

fsIAfsI ttt ∆=− 1     (4) 
This time delay represents how long control action is taken 
to be ready before actuator node acts upon the plant. In 
nominal conditions this value represents 20- 40% from 
worst case scenario. 
For second fault scenario shown in Fig, 2. A similar 
situation of former case is exposed due to appearance of 
extra elements. Eqn. 5 shows total time consumed in this 

scenario. 
tfsII=tdm+ts2+ts1+ t2+t3+tc2+t4+ tc1+ 1ˆAt +t1+ tsc    (5) 

This third scenario is shown as 
fsIIAfsII ttt ∆=− 1    (6) 

Although tfsII and tfsI are similar in nominal terms, it is 
expected to be modified due to fault conditions. 
Nevertheless, the differences between scenarios are not 
explored in this paper. As result of these three scenarios 
three time delays are obtained. For the case of this 
simulation, CANbus standard is used to establish the 
communication between elements and clock 
synchronisation is time stamping over each communication 
process. Time delays related to sensing, controlling and 
processing information into the actuator are based upon the 
response of the dynamics tested in a PIII computer. The 
implementation of this scheduler is based upon State-Flow 
toolbox from Matlab 5.3 (MATLAB, 1998). 
 
 

3.- Fuzzy Logic Control Approach 
 
In order to integrate this variable established as global time 
delay ( *t∆ ), firstly it is necessary to consider its nominal 
value. That means a percentage between 0 to 100 %. Zero 
percent is a fault free scenario. 100 percent represents fault 
scenario of case II. This *t∆  value is any value produced as 
time delay less than or equal to that explained in eqn. 6. 
Having defined global time delays as its nominal value. 
Fuzzy control structure is proposed as Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy Control Law. 

 
Fuzzy control has been chosen rather than gain-scheduler 
controller and smith’s predictor because it has a smooth 
transition between scenarios. Furthermore, the chosen 
operating points are the reference elements of proposed 
fuzzy control. Thus, any degradation from time delays 
would degrade control law but the plant keeps a stable 
response. Time delay degradation is bounded from 
communication protocol as explained by Lian et al., (2002).  
Current approach follows Mamdani strategy rather than 
Takagi Sugeno (TKS) proposal. Further on TKS is focused 
into future work pursued as the integration of time delays 
into subsequent part of fuzzy rules. 
The actual structure of this controller for fault free scenario 
is proposed in Fig. 4. This is based upon Driankov et al., 
(1994). Membership functions are gaussian bells, where e 
variable has six membership functions (PB, PM, PS, NS, 
NM, NB), de has 6 membership functions (PB, PM, PS, NS, 
NM, NB). The output variable has eight membership 
functions (PB, PM, PS, PZ, NZ, NS, NM, NB). Additional 
variable named Current Nominal Time Delay (CNTD) has 



three membership functions  (N, Z, P). 
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Fig. 4. Classical Structure for Fuzzy Control Law 

 
This implementation is a common approach for fuzzy 
control. For the case of second and third scenarios, Fig. 5 
shows actual implementation. 
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Fig. 5. Modification for Fuzzy Control Law 

 
Fig. 5 (Fault Scenario II) shows different possibilities at the 
same condition. This case is proposed due to the possible 
situation that may be presented at next stage. This is at 100 
percent time delay. For instance, condition de is NM and e 
is PM has a result  NZ, PZ for fault free scenario (Fig. 4). 
However, Fig. 5 presents same scenario with four possible 
solutions NM, PM, NZ and PZ. This is the result of 
considering where e and de suppose to be with 100 percent 
delayed. In this case every new state in terms of fuzzy 
control is considered as equally possible. 
Both control laws have been established firstly from try and 
error approach, afterwards, the use of a classical cluster 
technique such as fuzzy C-Means is used in order to 

validate both control laws (Höppnner et al., 2000). The 
results are similar to those presented in Figs. 3 and 4. 
In here consequent membership functions are selected due 
to expected variations for current time delays. As mention 
before these combination have been selected by using a 
common clustering technique where these  fuzzy rules are 
the most common during  clustering training. 

4. Case Study 
 
The strategy followed in this paper is based upon Fig. 7.  
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Fig. 7 Reconfigurable Control Scheme 

 
The case study is based upon a ball and beam example as 
shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8 Plant Scheme 

 
There are two arrays of sensors and two actuators. Each of 
them on each side of the beam. The model of the plant uses 
one sensor who is reporting the actual position of the ball 
and one actuator who is moving the beam. 
The plant dynamics is shown next: 
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Where y is the output, u is the input, A, B and C are the 
representative polynomials of the system.  



Sensors and actuators models are considered lineal by the 
inherent self calibration within these elements. Time delays 
produced by the communication scheduler are considered as 
part of the dynamic behaviour.  
The only considered fault scenario is the degradation of any 
of these peripheral elements per time. Just one sensor is 
considered to be faulty. The condition of the fault scenario 
is noise over one peripheral element.  There are three main 
possible scenarios, fault free, fault non-catastrophic and 
catastrophic. 
Further revision of fault scenarios is pursued by Benítez-
Pérez et al., (1999). The decision maker module shown in 
Fig. 7 is similar to that proposed by Yu et al. 2001. This is 
based upon eqn. 8 where e defines the error between two 
control node variables α and β  which are constants 
defined as 92.0=α and 08.0=β  . 

∫+=
t

dtee
0

22 βαδ   (8) 

Where δ  is normalized between 0 and 1. This measure 
switches from one control law to another based upon the use 
of a threshold. 
The main advantage of this control approach is the 
avoidance of glitches during control law transitions. Unlike 
similar implementations (Benítez-Pérez et, al., 2001), 
current method eliminates undesirable glitches between 
fault scenarios. 
The output of the system are the angle of the beam and 
position of the ball. The plant has been linearized to one 
operation point nearby the centre of the beam giving eqn. 7. 

 
Fig. 9 Control Laws Response during a Fault Free 

Scenario 
 
Results presented in Fig. 9 show how proposed approach is 
suitable as reconfiguration strategy in comparison to other 
proposed techniques such as the classical technique used in 
previous work (Benítez-Pérez et, al., 2001). In this case, 
first control law (depicted in Fig. 4) is presented as dashed 
line signal. Second control law (depicted in Fig. 5) is 
presented as solid line. The response of both control laws is 
according to fault free scenario. Although, there is a small 
difference between amplitudes, this is neglected. The 
amplitude of both signals is based upon the response of the 
system to train pulse input as target.  
Next two Figs., present the response of both control laws 
during two different fault scenarios. First fault scenario 

presents a total time delay of 15.61 ms (Fig. 10). Second 
fault scenario presents a total time delay of 60 ms (Fig. 11). 
Although the difference is significant, both control laws 
keep the tracking of the system. 
Fig. 10 shows a small degradation from first control law due 
to time delay presence. This degradation is shown in Fig. 
11. 

 
Fig. 10 Control Laws Response considering a Small 

Total Time Delay 
 
As mentioned in previous sections both scenarios are the 
result of fault condition within the system. Nevertheless, 
these faults are not in the scope of this work. 

 
Fig. 11 Control Laws Response considering a Large 

Total Time Delay 
 

As the reader may observe, Fig. 11 shows first control law 
has a major degradation in comparison to second control 
law. This degradation is observed in Fig. 10 with less 
impact into the system dynamics. 
The scope of this result presents performance of proposed 
control law as well as the switch approach. This last 
technique shows a good solution of switching strategies. 
 

5. Concluding Remarks 
  
This research work has shown the implementation of an on-
line control reconfiguration approach considering a 
deterministic time delay among a distributed system. This 



reconfiguration its originated due to local faults presence 
which are not within the scope of this paper, The idea of  
measurements in terms of deterministic time delays is the 
reflection of this fault scenario. Furthermore, control 
strategy based upon fuzzy control law has been proposed 
from two different strategies. First is for fault free scenario. 
Second strategy is use for fault scenarios cases I and II 
respectively. 
Fuzzy clustering is a feasible approach to study suitable 
scenarios for deterministic time delay integration. This 
strategy has been used in order to validate the proposed 
response. Fuzzy C-Means is used in order to generate a 
suitable fuzzy system based upon the desire system 
response.  
Although this whole control approach may be seen as 
reconfigurable control, it is not the purpose of this paper to 
explore this issue. The main contribution of this paper is 
focused into time delay measurement incorporated to fuzzy 
logic control as a deterministic value. 
Results presented in this paper are classified as preliminary. 
These are based upon a case study simulation. 
Further research is proposed in order to explore the control 
law as reconfigurable approach based upon time delay 
variation as uncertainties. Besides, stability analysis is 
compulsory in order to formalize this strategy. 
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